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BEEFING UP GRAIN MAIZE PRODUCTION

The past two years have seen a dramatic increase in productivity
and yield from home-grown grain maize, used as part of a beef
finishing diet, by father and son farmers Brian and Paul Phillips
from Northallerton, North Yorkshire.
Like an increasing number of livestock farmers with suitable land for
arable crops, Brian and Paul were looking for a high yielding spring
sown feed crop to follow stubble turnips. They first trialled grain maize
production in 2006 and the job of processing the crop was given to a
local contractor using a dry grain roller mill. Whilst the yield proved
satisfactory, processing was slow, taking a day and a half to process 95
tonnes. A biological inoculant was added to the grain and the crop initially
fed well, but aerobic stability soon proved to be a problem with green
moulds forming on the face of the clamp.
Undeterred, the Phillips’s decided to try again in 2007, but this time they
turned to Somerset-based home-grown feed preservation and processing

Having successfully eliminated all the problems that beset the first year’s

specialists, Kelvin Cave Limited for help.

crop, Paul Phillips says that they plan to grow an increased area of the
same grain maize variety in 2008.

Twenty-two acres of the grain maize variety Chopin, grown without
plastic, yielded between 4.25 and 4.5 tonnes per acre, and were

“We fatten between 300 and 350 head of continental steers and heifers

processed through a Murska 700 crimper fitted with 2mm fluted rollers

each year, most of which are usually bought at about twelve months of

supplied by Kelvin Cave. This time it took just five hours to process

age”, explains Paul. “We feed big bale silage from purchase to turnout

95 tonnes of grain, and so impressed were Brian and Paul with the

and then summer them at grass. Some older cattle are also purchased

machine’s blistering performance, that after putting a few buckets of dry

in the winter period for 10–12 week finishing. We finish them at eighteen

barley through the same rollers, they decided to buy the machine. They

to twenty months on a mix comprising 1600kg of crimped grain maize,

will be offering the machine for hire for crimping grain maize.

the same of rolled barley, 130kg barley straw, 100 litres of molasses and
150kg of 60 percent protein and mineral supplements. The crimped grain

On the recommendation of Kelvin Cave’s Michael Carpenter, the crop

maize is a large part of the overall feed.”

was treated with 3 litres per tonne of Crimpstore 2000S, a non-corrosive
preservative which comprises a unique blend of buffered organic acids to

Commanding some of the top liveweight prices at Thirsk market is

maximise nutrient retention and control the yeast and moulds responsible

testimony to the success that Brian and Paul are having with their feed

for the kind of aerobic spoilage that had affected the previous year’s crop.

regime. And now, having successfully achieved more efficient grain

The treated grain was then covered and protected with Kelvin Cave’s

processing and minimised wastage through spoilage, they can look

ClampFilm™, a 40-micron protective membrane barrier wrap that creates

forward to more high yielding crops and increased profitability in the

an airtight seal that eliminates heating and wastage.

future.
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